The Hardin Jones principle states that for a homogeneous cohort of cancer patients the logarithm of the fraction surviving at time t has a constant slope. With use of this principle, the survival times of the members of a heterogeneous cohort can be analyzed to divide the cohort into subcohorts with different mortality rate constants. Probable values of the additional survival time can be estimated for members surviving at the closing date of a clinical trial, permitting them to be included in the biostatistical analysis of the results of the trial in a more significant way than through Kaplan-Meier renormalization. (3) reported similar results for 9 sets. An example is given in figure 11.4 (1). Burch (3) resolved the logarithm of the percent survival of 13,392 women in California with breast cancer at all stages into the sum of two terms: 30% with 50% survival time ti/2 = 1.2 years and 70% with ti/2 = 9.1 years.
Cancer continues to constitute a great problem. Although there has been significant progress in the prevention and treatment of some kinds of cancer during recent decades, most kinds still cannot be prevented or successfully treated.
I have developed a powerful method of biostatistical analysis of the observed survival times of cancer patients on the basis of the Hardin Jones principle, as described in the following sections of this paper.
The Hardin Jones Principle
In 1956 Hardin Jones made a penetrating analysis of the demography of the cancer problem (1) . An (2) . [1] is a Jones (1) reported the results of his analysis of about 50 sets of mortality data for cohorts of cancer patients on the basis of his principle, and Burch (3) reported similar results for 9 sets. An example is given in figure 11 . 4 ,iza-
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Mean Values of Powers of Survival Times for a Homogeneous Cohort
The mean value (tn) of the nth power of the survival time t for a homogeneous cohort is obtained by integrating the product of t'P and the fraction -dS/dt dying between t and t + dt, which is aeon:
[61
The known value of the definite integral leads to the equation
Here the F function has values 0.9999422883, 0.886227, 1, and 2 for n = 0.0001, 0. any one of the four methods for a cohort of 10. Since the causes of error have different effects for the four methods, the mean of the values provides a better approximation than any one value. Accordingly, I recommend that this mean be presented as the value of r for a cohort. The value of (t) is usually close to this mean.
For the 10-member cohort of In the Kaplan-Meier renormalization procedure (2), a member of the cohort who changes treatment, becomes unavailable, is alive at the termination of a mortality study, or for some other reason can no longer be considered to be a member of the cohort is removed from the study, decreasing the number at risk by 1. Valuable information may be lost by this procedure if the fraction of dropouts is large, especially if the dropouts tend to occur at larger values of t. In the case of mortality studies of cancer patients, there is an alternative procedure, which is to use the Hardin Jones principle to predict the probable survival time t for the member of the cohort surviving at time t' at the termination of the study. If the survivor is a member of a homogeneous cohort, the value of t for this survivor is given by the following equation, in which X is the mean survival time of the cohort:
[14]
For a cohort consisting of No members with N.' alive at the termination date of the trial or on withdrawal from the trial, a first approximation value of X is To, the mean value of t, and tt. The self-consistent value of T is then given by the following equation:
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Si is Ni, the number of survivors (half integral) on the day t, when this number decreased by 1, divided by No, the number of members in the original cohort. The mean of T-is r = (-t/ln Si).
[15]
This value of r is then to be added to each tt to obtain the estimated value of ti. For a cohort consisting of two subcohorts with fractionsf1
andf2 and mean survival times T, and T2, the mean expected additional survival time of a survivor is [13] The values of r for t small may be in significant error because a change in t by 1 day changes r by t-1, and the values for t large may be in error because truncation of the cohort can make a large change in S. Table 1 gives results for a representative example of a small cohort (10 patients). The mean of the four values of T is 43.2 days, and the mean deviation from the mean is 2.7 days, which is close to the 10% error expected for X determined by 200+ days, the value of r increased from 137 to 146 days when t was replaced by t+ + r.
A Subcohort with a Single Member assumed to be the probability that this member is a member of the first subcohort. The value of T2 is evaluated by Eq. 15 with No decreased by subtracting I exp(-tt/Tr). The values of t, for the surviving patients are found from the equation With a single member, with survival time t, in a subcohort, the probability of survival at time t is e-t'/T. When t/T is equal to 0.693, this probability is 1/2; this is accordingly the median of the values of X leading to the value t. The mean survival time is equal to T. It 
